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* Two current inputs 4÷ 20mA or 0÷20mA, two voltage
inputs 0÷1V or 0÷10V, or RTD inputs Pt100 (Pt500,
Pt1000... )

* 2x9mm, 4 digit LED display and keyboard
* freely programmable “zero” and “span” and decimal

point position
* 2 SPDT relay outputs 5A/250V and two galvanically

isolated current outputs 4÷ 20mA 
* Output 24V/60mA DC for powering a transmitter
* Unvoltable memory for all settings

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The microprocessor based process indicator from the PC7000-2 series has been developed for the pur-
pose of measurement, displaying and controlling of technological parameters. A typical application of the
instrument is measuring and displaying of temperature, pressure, level, flow and others in power plants,
boilers, cement plants, chemical and biochemical industry, greenhouses, etc.
The PC7100-2 model is produced with standard current input 0(4)÷20mA DC, the PC7200-2 model - with
voltage input 0÷1V or 0÷10V and the PC7300-2 model - with RTD (Pt100, Pt500 or Pt1000) input. The
zero and the end of the displayed range, as well as and the place of the decimal point are freely pro-
grammable. Limit values, hysteresises and time delay are also programmable. The type of the two relay
outputs is freely programmable too - every output could be activated or deactivated as a low or high level
with normally ON or OFF contacts. If the output is set as a “High” level when the actual value is below
the set limit the relay output is activated, which is indicated by the lightning of the corresponding LED.
When the actual value reaches the set limit the output relay is deactivated and the corresponding LED is
turned off. The relay output is activated again if the actual value becomes lower then the set limit minus
hysteresis. If the output is set as a “Low” level when the actual value is above the set limit the relay out-
put is activated, which is indicated by the lightning of the corresponding LED. When the actual value
reaches the set limit the output relay is deactivated and the corresponding LED is turned off. The relay
output is activated again if the actual value becomes higher then the set limit plus hysteresis. Those fea-
tures enable the use of the process-controller as a ON/OFF controller, or as a process-indicator with two
limit levels. If the relay output is set as normally OFF contacts, the process-controller can be used as a
process-indicator with one alarm level for each channel. 
The process-indicator is supplied with two isolated current outputs 4÷20mA -proportional to the measured
value.
A special function implements the calibration of the measuring channel.
The optional current output 24V DC can be used for powering a two-wire transmitter.
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SPECIFICATIONS

OVERALL DIMENSIONS (1/8 DIN) AND PANEL CUTOUT

CONNECTIONS DIAGRAM  - rear panel

SPECIFY ON ORDER: 
- Type of the input signal - current 0-20 or 4-20mA, voltage 0-1 or 0-10V, or RTD
- Range (when with RTD input - Pt100...)
- None, one or two relay outputs
- With or without build-in current outputs
- With or without integrated power supply for transmitter

RTD input
(thermometer)

TC input
(thermometer)

Current input
(process-indicator)

220V R1 R2
CH1 CH2

220V R1 R2
CH1 CH2

- -+ +

220V R1 R2 CH1 CH2
- -+ +

Inputs - two current inputs 4÷20mA DC or 0÷20mA
- two voltage inputs 0÷1V or 0÷10V
- two RTD inputs Pt100 (Pt500, Cu53, etc.)

Accuracy < 0.2% F.S. for the PC7102/2 model
< 0.5% F.S. for the PC7302/2 model 

Range freely programmable (current inputs)

Ambient temperature 0°C . . . 23°C . . . 55°C

Display - Two 4 digit 7segment LED, 9mm H
- LED for the relay outputs

Limit levels and hysteresis LE1 and LE2 - freely programmable through the keyboard
Relay outputs Up to 2 SPDT relay outputs 8A/250V, resistive load

Analogue outputs two isolated current outputs 4÷20mA DC - 2-wire connection
Integrated power supply - option 24VDC, < 50mA for transmitter
Power supply 90-250V, < 6VA

Mounting panel mountable, panel cutout 44 x 92mm
Dimensions 48 x 96 x 135mm (1/8 DIN)

Weight < 0.5kg
Protection IP30
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